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$1. INTRODUCTION 
IN THIS paper we shall show the following Theorem A and Example B. 
THEOREM A. Algebraic links with r (2 2) components in S3 are classified by their 
Alexander polynomials with r variables up to order of variables. 
In higher dimensions, the Alexander polynomials of algebraic links degenerate to the 
characteristic polynomials of the local monodromies of their Milnor fibrations since the 
links are connected. In contrast with Theorem A, we have 
Example B. Let f (z,, . . . , z,) = zo(zo5 + z,~) + z22 + . . . + z,’ and g(z,, . . . , z,) = (zo3 
+ z,2)(zo3 + zl”) + z22 + . . . + z,,~ for n 2 2. The knots associated with the polynomialsfand 
g have the same characteristic polynomial but they are of distinct knot types. 
Letf:C”+ ’ - a3 be a polynomial function such thatf(0) = 0 andfhas an isolated critical 
point at the origin. The intersection L off-‘(O) with a small (2n + I)-sphere S2”” is a 
smooth (n - 2)-connected (2n - I)-submanifold of S”‘+‘, which we call the algebraic link 
associated with f. If L is connected, we also call it an algebraic knot. It is known that an 
algebraic link L is fibered, that is, the complement X = S”‘+’ - L fibers over S’ with fibers 
F2” zs”v... v S" (see Milnor[7]). The first homology group H, (X,Z) is a free abelian 
multiplicative group G, on the symbol {t,, . . . , t,), where each ri is geometrically carried by a 
meridian circle with homological inking number 6, with a component Kj of the link L. The 
universal abelian covering R and the infinitive cyclic covering % of X are defined to be the 
regular coverings associated with Kercp and Ker$ respectively, where cp:x, (X) - H, (X,Z) is 
the Hurewicz homomorphism and @r,(X) - G, is the composition of cp and the epimor- 
phism from H,(X,Z) to the infinite cyclic multiplicative group G, on the generator t sending 
each of ti to t. Then H,(X;Z) is a &-module and H,(%;Z) is a A,-module, where Ai denotes 
the integral group ring ZG,. Therefore the Alexander polynomial A(L;t,, . . . , t,) and the 
reduced Alexander polynomial A(L;t) of the link L are defined to be the characteristic 
polynomials of presentation matrices of H,(k;Z) and H,(%;Z) as modules respectively and 
they are topological invariants of L up to units of ZG, and ZG, respectively (see [ 121). The 
reduced Alexander polynomial A(L;t) of L is the characteristic polynomial of the 
monodromy of the Milnor fibration. If L is a knot, the Alexander polynomial degenerates to 
the reduced Alexander polynomial. 
We say that two links L2”-’ and L”“-’ in S2”+’ (n z 1) are of the same link type if 
there exists a diffeomorphism from (St,+‘, Lb-‘) to (P+‘, L’&-‘). In the case n = 1, 
Burau[2] and ti[6] proved that algebraic knots are classified by their Alexander 
polynomials and Burau[3] proved that algebraic links with two components are classified 
by their Alexander polynomials with two variables. In the case n 2 3. Durfee[4] and 
Kato[5] proved that fibered knots are classified by their Seifert forms. It is known that 
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the reduced Alexander polynomial of L is obtained from the Seifert matrix of L. Therefore 
there naturally arise problems whether or not algebraic links are classified by their 
Alexander polynomials or by their reduced Alexander polynomials. Our Theorem A 
answers affirmatively for the former problem in the case n = 1, and Example B does 
negatively for the latter problem in the case n 2 2. Yoshinaga and Suzuki[l4] and 
Yoshinaga[l3] gave examples which show that even the links associated with weighted 
homogeneous polynomials cannot be classified by their reduced Alexander polynomials in 
the case n = 1 and n = 2 respectively. 
The author would like to thank Prof. Mitsuyoshi Kato and Prof. Hiroshi Noguchi for 
helpful comments and suggestions. 
$2. ALGEBRAIC LINKS AND ALEXANDER POLYNOMIALS 
Let K be an oriented knot in S3 and U be a tubular neighborhood of K. Let U’ be 
a tubular neighborhood of a trivial knot K’ and @: iJ’+ U be an orientation preserving 
diffeomorphism of U’ onto U which carries longitude to longitude. We say that &? is 
obtained from K by iteration of type (m, n) for relatively prime integers m and n if k 
is the image Q(X) of the torus knot X of type (m, n) containing in U’. Note that we write 
the meridianal winding number as the first coordinate and the longitudinal winding 
number as the second coordinate. 
Let {(X,, n,)h_, be a sequence of pairs of relatively prime integers. The iterated torus 
knot K of type {(A,, n,)}f_, is defined inductively as follows; let ti be an oriented trivial knot. 
We suppose that the (k - 1)st iteration Kk-’ on K” has been constructed for k L 1. We 
define the kth iteration Kk on p as the knot obtained from Kk-’ by iteration of type (A,, nk). 
Then K is defined to be the qth iteration on p. We call X’ the primitive core of the iterated 
torus knot K. 
Letf: C2+C be a polynomial such thatf(0) = 0 andfhas an isolated critical point at 
the origin, and let L be the associated link VnS*, where V =f-‘(0) and S3 is a sufficiently 
small 3-sphere. We review the Puiseux expansions of and the associated knots with the 
components off. We mainly refer to Pham[8]. Let f =fi . . .fr, where each J is analytically 
irreducible. Then each f;: can be written as 
where ni is the order of y offi and c’s are all n,th roots of unity, and 
y([x) = 2 ummXm’“~ &EC. 
m-1 
Let pi = mi,,/ni be the exponent of the first term of y([x) which has a non-zero coefficient. 
By in(y - y(<x)), we denote the terms of y - y(3jr) which have the smallest degree; that is 
Y 1 Pi> l inO) - v(W) = Y - a,,.p pi = 1 - um,,~X”t.o/ni Pi < l. 
Since 
in(J) = in 
( 
II 0, - ~0)) = cn inO) - y(t-x)), 
j-‘-I 1 r_ 
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we have 
where 
Definition. Let Vi =f;-‘(0) and Ki - V,nS3. The tangent cone Ci of vi (or Ki) at the 
origin is the line in @’ defined by inm = 0. 
By definition, the tangent cone Ci of y is the limit of the tangents at ui, where {vi} 
is a sequence of the points of Vi tending to the origin. 
By a linear coordinate change, we can take the x-axis as the tangent cone for Ci when 
we consider only the ith component. Then the associated Puiseux expansion for the branch 
Ki has the form, truncated to only finitely many geometrically meaningful terms; 
where (mik, n+) = 1 (relatively prime) for k = 1,. . . , qi, and’ 0 < n,, < mil, mi,ln,J < mQ, . . . , 
W4,- 14q, < mia; We call t(mik, nik>lf_ I the Puiseux characteristic pairs of A. Then the 
branch Ki associated with f; is the iterated torus knot of type {(A,, nik>&‘_, with primitive 
core KF = CinS3, and & = mi, and 
1, = mik - mi,k - lnik + 4~ _ lnlh _ ln, (2.1) 
for 2 s k s qi (refer to Brauner[ 11). 
The Puiseux expansions and tangent cones of the components dictate the linking 
among the components K,, . . . , K, of the algebraic link L associated withf. Two types of 
linking between the components Ki and Kj occur as follows; one is the case that the tangent 
cone Ci of K, is different from the tangent cone Cj of 4. In this case, the link of the primitive 
cores KF and Kjo is of the same link type as that of the link associated with x2 + y2. Then 
the link KiuKj is obtained by iteration of type {(Xik, nJ}f_, on Kj’ and by iteration of type 
{(Aj,, nj,)t = 1 on KY. Another is the case that Ci coincides with Ci. In this case, we may 
suppose that the branching takes place at the b th (b 2 1) stage of iteration, that is, a, = ujk 
and mik/nik = mjJnjk for k = 1,. . . , b - 1, but not both equalities holding for k = b in the 
Puiseux expansions for Ki and K? At the (b - 1)st stage the link Lfj- ’ - Kf-’ u ?$’ is 
the single iterated torus knot Kf -’ = Kf- ‘. The knot Li- l splits into two knots KF and 
KF in the following manner. Suppose m&rib < mJ+,. Then extend Li- ’ to KF. In a smaller 
tubular neighborhood of L$-‘, extend Li.-’ to KF. Then proceed with iteration normally 
on e to obtain Ki, and g to obtain KY If mib/nib > mJnjb, then roles of the prime and 
unprimed components in construction are interchanged. If ms/ns = mj&zjb, then KF and Kjb 
can be constructed by either method, and are “‘parallel” knots. Then we can obtain the 
algebraic link by the following iterations of type (i) and type (ii): (i) iteration on each 
branch and (ii) the addition of a new branch. We note that the link of distinct primitive 
cores of an algebraic link L is of the same link type as that of the link associated with 
xp + yp if it has p components. 
Next we consider Alexander polynomials of algebraic links. We denote the Alexander 
polynomial of a link L with r ( 2 1) components by A (L; tl, . . . , z,), where ti denotes the 
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homology generator arising from the component K, of L. It is well known that the 
Alexander polynomial of the torus knot .% of type (A, n) is 
(2.2) 
(see Burau[2]). 
Several authors gave Alexander polynomials of iterated torus knots (refer to Burau[2, 
31 and Lt[6]). The following Theorems 2.1-2.5 were given by Sumners and Woods[lO]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let K be a knot and K’ be the knot obtainedfrom K by iteration of type (i) 
of type (A, n) (n # 0). Then 
A (K’; t) = A (K; t”) A (X; t). (2.3) 
Let M be the link of two components formed by X and the unknotted meridian curve 
on the boundary torus containing X. We denote the homological linking number of knots 
K, and K, by ( Ki, 4.). 
THEOREM 2.2. Let L = K,u . . . UK, be a link with r ( 2 2) components, and let L’ be the 
link obtained from an iteration of type (i) of type (2, n) (n # 0) about K,, Then 
A (L’; t,, . . . , tr)=A(L; tl,..., t;)A(M; t,, Y), (2.4) 
where 
Let iV be the link of two components formed by .% and the unknotted core of the torus ’ 
containing X. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let K be a knot and i be the link of two components obtained via iteration 
of type (ii) of type (,I, n) (n # 0) about K. Then 
A@; t,, t2) = A(K; t,t;) A(N; tz, t,). (2.5) 
Let R be the link of three components formed by X, the unknotted meridian curve 
on the boundary of the torus containing X and the unknotted core of the torus containing 
X. 
THEOREM 2.8 Let L = K,u... UK, be a link with r ( 2 2) components, and let L^ be the 
link obtained via iteration of type (ii) of type (I, n) (n Z 0) about K,. Then 
A(i; t,,.. . , t,,,) = A(L; t,, . . . , t,t:+,MR t,+,r t,, Y). (2.6) 
Let P(t; A, n), Q(s, t; 1, n) and B(s, t, w; II, n) be the polynomials 
P-1 t-1 
WC A n) = r\-1 t”_ . 
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Q(s, t; A, n) = ‘;;;-l l ) 
respectively. 
B(s, t, w; A, n) = ($w)“Y\ - 1, 
THEOREM 2.5. Let M, N and R be as above. Then 
AW; s, t) = Qts, t; 1, n), 
d(N; s, t) = Q<s, t; n, A), 
and 
A(R; s, t, w) = B(s, t, w; 1, n). 
We note that the Alexander polynomial of the link associated with xp + yp is 
(t , . . . tp - ly-’ (refer to Milnor[q). 
53. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
Let L = K, v . . . v K,(r 2 1) be the algebraic link associated with a polynomialf:a3* - 43 
as in $2. In the case.r = 1, Burau[2] proved the following theorem (also refer to Lt[6]). 
THEOREM 3.1. Zf algebraic knots have the same Alexander polynomial, then they are of 
the same knot type. 
The following theorem characterizes the link types of algebraic links for r 2 2. 
THEOREM 3.2. (Zariski [ 151) The fink type of an algebraic link is determined by the knot 
type of each component of the link and the linking numbers of any pairs of distinct 
components. 
On the other hand, the following Torres’s theorem gives a relation between the 
Alexander polynomial A (9’; t,, . . . , t,) of a link 9 with r components and A (U’; tl, . . . , 
t,_,) of the link 9” obtained from Y by removing the rth component of Y We denote 
the linking number of the ith and the jth components of 9 by I,. 
THEOREM 3.3. (Torres[ll]) Ifr = 2, then A(9; t,, 1) = A(Y; tJ(tIh2- l)/(t, - 1) and 
A@‘; 1, 1) = ]Z,2]. Zf r 2 3, then 
A(Y; t ,,..., &_I, 1) = (+... t:zf7 - l)A(Y; t ,,... , 4-d. 
By Theorems 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, to prove Theorem A, we need only to show that the 
Alexander polynomial A (L; t,, ~. _, t,) of an algebraic link L uniquely determines the linking 
number l0 for some i (1 5 i S r) and for all j (1 Sj $ r, _j # i) because the link obtained 
from the algebraic link L removing the ith component is still algebraic for all i (1 s i s r). 
We note that linking numbers of any pairs of components of an algebraic link are always 
positive. Thus Theorem A holds for the case of algebraic links with two components. 
Burau[3] proved Theorem A in this case. 
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We suppose that r >= 3 in the rest of this section. Let the ith component Ki of L be 
the iterated torus knot of type {(&, n,J)” k_,, for 1 5 i 5 r and qi >= 0, where we suppose that 
&) = ?zi, = 1 for convenience. Let {(m,, n,))t_ , be the Puiseux characteristic pairs for Ki. 
As remarked in $2, rnih > mi,k_ ,qk for 2 5 k 5 qi. Then & =- & _ Ini,k _ ,n, by (2.1). 
Therefore we have the following by induction. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let v~:,.~ = ni,, . . . rqk for 1 5 I -C k d qp Then we have 
4.k > ~i,~4,XViy+ 1.k - d2ni,k (3.1) 
By Lemma 3.1 and because qi < I,,, we have 
4.k > tvi;lJi - J’4.k (3.2) 
Let A’(L; t) be the polynomial obtained from the Alexander polynomial A(L; t,, . . . , 
t,) by substituting t for ti and by substituting 1 for 1 5j 6 r and j # i, and let A”(L; t) be 
the polynomial obtained from A (L; t,, . . . , t,) by substituting t for ti and tj and substituting 
1 for tk for 1 s k 5 r and k # i, j. By theorems of Sumners and Woods in 92, the roots 
of A’(L; t) and A”(L; t) are roots of unity. Then A’(L; t) and A”(L; t) can be represented by 
the form 
A’(L; t) = fl (F,(t))“a 
aEAi 
and 
A”(L; t) = n (F&t))“p 
BEBy 
respectively, where F,(t) is the cyclotomic polynomial irreducible over Q whose roots are 
the primitive crth roots of unity, Ai is the set of all integers Cc such that the primitive ccth 
roots of unity are roots of d’(L; t), B, is the set of all integers 0 such that the primitive Pth 
roots of unity are roots of A”( L; t), and w, and wB are suitable positive integers. 
A root of A’(L; t) is a root of some component Pi, Qi, Bi or Pan - 1 of A ‘(L; t), where 
Pi, Qi and Bi are the components obtained from the components P, Q and B of A (L; t,, . . . , 
t,) respectively by substituting t for ti and 1 for tj Cj # i). The exponent oft of the numerator 
of a component P, Qi or Bi of A’(L; t) is li,kvi;k,qi for 0 <= k 5 qi or the linking number of 
Ki with the fth iteration Ki of Kj for b 5 I 4 qi and j # i. If we suppose that K, and Kj branch 
at the bth (b 2 0) stage of iteration, then 
where that K, and Kj branch at the 0th stage means that Ki and Kj have distinct primitive 
cores. We denote the linking number of Ki and Kj by lV for (Ki, Kj> and suppose that 
v,;,,~ = 1 if I > k for convenience. We note that 1,, and ni,k > 0 for all 1 5 i 5 r and 
0 5 k 5 qi. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let a, = max (1~64,) and a = max {a,, . . . , a,}. Then a = Ai,q,ni,q, for some 
1 s i 4 r. Moreover if also a = aj for another j, then aj = Il,,,n,,. 
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Proof. We shall prove the lemma by induction. It is clear that L,,n,,, > &v~.,~, 
(0 $ k I qi) and that lV > (Ki, k;‘) (b 5 I < qj). We suppose that K, is outer and Kj is inner. 
In this case, 1, = Ai,gi;b+ 1,q,v,:b,q, and Ai,b/ni.b 5 Aj,b/nj,b 
If qi = qj = b and if I,,n, and &nj,b < Iti ( = L,bnj,b), then li.,n,,&+, < (&n&2. Then we 
have &n,, < &nj,,. This contradicts the assumption. Therefore ii,,ni,,1j,6nj,6 2 1;. 
Let qi > b and qj = b. We suppose that 12i,gi_ lni,si_ rJ.j,gj,, 2 ((Kfl - ‘, 4))‘. Because 
&,q; - 1ni.q; - I(n;,qi)2&,bnj,b < &,n,Jj,~nj,b and 1, = (K1’ - ‘, Kj)ni.qiT we have ,&n,&,,nj.,, > 1:. 
Let 9; 2 b and qj > 6. We suppose that ~i,q,ni,g,~j,4,_Inj.q,_, z ((K, q-‘))2. Because 
Ai.q,ni,q,A,.q,- Inj,q,- I (nj,q,)2 < A,,ni,,/\,,q,nj,, and 1, - (& q-’ )nj,,, we have Ai.q,ni,q,Aj,q,nj,q, > 1;. 
Therefore we have max (I,+,,; i = 1,. . . , r> 2 I,., for all 1 2 k, I 5 r and the equality holds 
if and Only if qi = qj = 6, &, = &, and ni,b = nj,b becaUSe (&& +,) = 1 and (Aj,b, nj,&) = 1. It 
is clear that max (I,,P~,~~; i = 1,. . ., r> E uAi because the exponent of t of the numerator 
I 
of a component of A’(L; t) is greater than that of the denominator of the component. This 
completes the proof. 
In the rest of this section we suppose (I = X,.q,n,.q,. Let Pi’(t), Q/‘(t) and B,(t) be the 
comppnents of A”(,!.; t) obtained from the components P, Q and B of A(L; t,, . . . , t,) 
respectively by substituting t for ti and t,, and 1 for t, for j # i and r. A root of A”(L; t) is a 
root of some component P,,(t), Qi’(t), B,(t) or f”~~+“~‘~, - 1. The exponent of t of the 
numerator of a component of A”(L; t) is one of the following; we suppose that Ki and K,, Ki 
and K,, and K’ and Kj branch at the bth, the cth and the dth stages respectively, where b, c 
and d 2 0. Then 
A,kvi;k,qi + 4.kvr;k.q, OSk<b if bhl, (3.4) 
A,~Vr;k’,qi + (K:‘, K,) b 5 k’ 2 qi, (3.5) 
Jh”+.k”.q, + (Ki,KF’) bsk”sq,, (3.6) 
(4, 4’) + ~JV,;,,~, cgl<d if c<d, (3.7) 
&,,v,,,ql + (K;, K,) d s 1’ < c if c > d, (3.8) 
(K,,Ky) + (Kj,K,) max(c, d}Sl”Sqj (3.9) 
Let b,, = max (B E Bi,}. 
LEMMA 3.3. If a = ;I’,q,n,,g,, then bi’ = L’,9,n,.4, + L. 
Proof. We note that A,, = I,,, and ni,k = n,,k for 0 5 k $ b - 1 and that & > &J,vi;k,J, and 
A,.6 > &vr,.,b for 1 2 k $ b - 1 by Lemma 3.1. Since &, = &,bvi;b + l.qiv,b,q, or &,v,$ + l,q,vi;b,giy we 
have lir ’ Ar.kVi;k.q,ur,b,q, - Ar.kvck,q,vi:b.q, for 1 5 k 5 b - 1. Then /\,+4,?l,,4, + I,, > Ai,kvi;k,q, + A,,kv,;k,q, 
for 1 d k 5 b - 1~ Therefore /\,,q,n,,q, + I, is the maximal in (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) since 
a = &,nrq , , and I,, > (Kf’, K,) and (K,, KY) for 1 2 k’ < qi and 1 5 k” < q’. Since IV > (K,, 
K,‘) and 4’ > Jb’,Iv’;,, for c I 1 < d if c < d and since I, > QJ,~,~, and 4, > (K;, K,) for 
d s I’ < c if d -C c, I, + 4, is the maximal in (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9). Therefore it suffices to 
show that L,,4,n,T9, + 1,~ I, + 4’ since the expont of t of the numerator of a component of 
A”(L; t) is greater than that of the denominator of the component. 
The following types are considered as linking manner between Ki, Kj and K’. 
. 
(1) b = c 5 d, K, is the outermost and K, is the innermost. 
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(2) b = c 5 d, Ki is the outermost and Kj is the innermost. 
(3) b = c s d, Kj is the outermost and Ki is the innermost. 
(4) b = c S d, K, is the outermost and Ki is the innermost. 
(5) c = d < 6, Kj is the outermost and K, is the innermost: 
(6) c = d < b, Kj is the outermost and Ki is the innermost. 
(7) c = d < b, K; is the outermost and kj is the innermost, 
(8) c = d -c 6, K, is the outermost and Kj is the innermost. 
(9) b = d < c, K, is the outermost and K, is the innermost. 
(10) b = d < c, K, is the outermost and Ki is the innermost. 
(11) b = d < c, Ki is the outermost and K, is the innermost. 
(12) b = d < c, Kj is the outermost and K, is the innermost. 
Because a = A,,,,n,,, 2 IV and 4, by Lemma 3.2, our assertion holds for the case li, 2 1, 
or 4,. Then we suppose that 
Qkq, + 1, < lti + 4, (a) 
and 
1, c 1, and 4,. (b) 
Let If,, lfi, li, l$, l,!, and lj’r be as follows; 
1: = h.b”i;b + I,qivl;b,q,, 
l:r = Ar.bYi:b.qj%b+ I.q,’ 
1 lj = Ai.cYi:c+ I ,q,“j:c.q,r 
Cj = Aj.Pi:c.qiuj:c+ I,q,r 
1j.r = /\l.dvj;d+ l,q,“r;d.q,r 
$r = k.dvj:d,qjvl;d c l,q; 
In the case (l), 1, = l;,, lli. = 1: and ljl= ljr. By assumption (a), we have 
$q,%,q, < lij +  cAj,dvi;d+ l,q, - h,bvi;b + I,qiVGb.d- 1hr;d.q; BY assumption (b) and since 
vj;b,d - 1 = v,b,d - 1) we have Aj,dvj;d + i.qj - ‘&,bvkb + l,qi ’ 0 and vqd.q, < vi:d,qj* Then 
J-r,q,n,.q, < i'i,Sj,Avi;d+ 1.q )'. By Lemma 3.1, we have A,,q,nr.qr -C Aj,q,nj,q,. 
In the case (2), li, = li,, 1, = 1; and ljr = I,,. Then, by assumption (a) and (b), we have 
&q,nr.q,< (~j;d.q,)2~r,dlnr.~ Since Xr.d/nr,d 5 /\,.dlnj.d, h.q,nr.q, < (“j;d,q,)2Aj,d/nj,d = Aj.dnj.d(Vj:d+ k.,j2. BY 
Lemma 3.1, we have A,,q,n,,q, -CAj,q,nj,q,. 
In the case (3), 1, = li, lv = 1; and lir = ljr. If b = c = d, we have 
‘%,q,%,q, < (lj,bvi:b + I,qi )2n,b/A,,b by assumptions (a) and (b). Since #$&$ <= &&@ we have 
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4,q,nr,q, < &.bnj,dvi;b + 1.J. If b = c c d, we have this inequality as in the case (1). Then we 
have &7,%, < S.4pi.4; 
In the case (4), 1, = li, 1, = If and 4, = lji. If b = c < d, then 1,14, n,,4, < &(vJd,4,)2/n,,, by 
assumptions (a) and (b). Since &&r,,d I &+Jr+, we have &4,n,,4r < tIj,sj,Av/;d+ , )‘. If 
b = c = d, we have this inequality as in the case (1). Then we have ;i,,4,n,,4r < &,nj,,. 
In the case (5), l,r = li,, 1, = 1;. and 4r = ljr. Since v,..,~_ I = v~;~,~._ 1 and by assumptions (a) 
and (b), we have &g,nr,q, < (&,Zj,cVi;c,b - 1~~:~ + i,,)‘ni,J&. Then, &g,nr,g, < (&,cvi;,,b - IV,;, + 1,4,)2 
ni,J&,&,Jv~;~ + i,c - I)‘% = (S,vj;, + i,qj)2%/& since Ai,, > &&(“i;, + 1.b - 1)‘ni.b for C < b by 
Lemma 3.1. Sin= &,,/nj,, = &/ni,c, we have A,q,nr,4, < &Tj,AVic + l,qj)2 < &,nj4,. 
In the case (6), li, = Ii, I,= 1; and 4, = lj,. As in the case (5), we have 
&,n,,, < (Aj,,v,;,+ I,,)2n~,Cl~~,C. Since &lnj., s UG, we have &,nr.q, < &+(vi;c+ I,,,,)’ < 
%#j.~,. 
In the case (7), 1, = I!,, li, = 1; and I$ = l_,$ As in the case (5), we have 
&,g,nr,q, < (v,;C+)2Uni.C. Since &/ni,c I &lnj,,, we have &,nl,,, < ;li,Pj,e(vi;c+ I,~,)’ < &,nj.; 
In the case (8), 1,, = li, lV = 1; and lj, = 1;. As in the case (5), &q,n,,q, c (vj;.4j)2~,,f/nl,C. 
Since ~r,rlnr,c S ~~Jnj,~~ we have 4,n,,, < &,,nj,,. 
In the case (9), li, = 15, 1, = l!.j and fir = i;,. As in the case (2), we have 
&,4,n,,q, ‘<(vj;c,,+)2&lni,r. Since &lni,c I &Cin,,C~ we have &,%+ < &,njVq,. 
In the case (lo), I, = I’,, I, = 1; and I, = I,,. As in the case (l), we have &4,n,,9, < A,8,nj,q,. 
In the case (1 l), 1, = lb, 1, = 18 and 4, = lj,. As in the case (2), we have 
&Q,nr,q, < (Vj;~.J2&/ni.r. Since Ai,Jni.C 5 &I+ we have &,%, < Aj.4,nj.q; 
In the case (12), l,, = lir, 1, = 1; and ljr = l& As in the case (l), we have I,+nn,, < &,nj,,. 
In all the cases, we have &,nrA, < A+n,,. This contradicts the assumption that 
a = &4,nr,4,. Therefore b, = &,rqg, + li,. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.3. 
By Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 and Theorem 3.3, we can uniquely determine the linking 
number 1, of any pair of components K, and Kj of an algebraic link L and the Alexander 
polynomials of all components of L from the Alexander polynomial A (L; t,, . . . , t,) of L 
inductively. Then, by Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, if algebraic links have the same Alexander 
polynomial up to order of variables and up to units, then they are of the same link type. 
This completes the proof of Theorem A. 
In [16] Eisenbud and Neumann gave another way of describing the fibration of an 
iterated torus link by using a different framing .from ours. The author would like to thank 
the referee for suggesting it to him. 
$4. HIGHER DIMENSIONAL CASES 
The following example is an easy application of results of Sumners and Woods[lO]. 
Example A. Let fi(z,,, z,) = z0(zo5 + zK6) and g,(zO, ZJ = (zo2 + z,‘)(z,j” + z,~), We denote 
the links associated withf, and g, by L,, and Lg, respectively. Then by Theorems 2.2 and 
2.5, we have 
A (L,,; ?I, f2) = 
(t,tz')"- 1 
t*tz5 - 1 
and 
Since A(L; t) = (? - l)A(L; t, . . . , t) by Milnor[7], we have 
d(L . 1) = cr - 1)(r36 - l) = A(L 
fi’ P- 1 
. t) 
k?’ * (4.1) 
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Because Lh is the link with components a trivial knot and the torus knot of type (6S) 
and Lg, is the link with components the torus knots of type (3,2) and of type (10,3), Lf, 
and L*,, are of distinct link types. Then algebraic links in S3 are not classified by the 
characteristic polynomials of the local monodromies of their Milnor fibrations. Yoshinaga 
and Suzuki[ 141 gave another example of algebraic links which have the same characteristic 
polynomial but are of distinct link types and which are of three components. 
(4.2) r(Lf 1. (missing entries are 0) 
1 
1 
1 
l-1 1 
-1 1 
-1 1 
-1 1 
-1 1 
1 -1 -: 1 
1-l -1 1 
1-l -1 1 
l- -1 1 
1 11 
1 
1 -1 -1 1 
l-1 -1 1 
l-l -1 1 
l-l -1 1 
1 -1 : 
1 -1 
l-l L l-l 1-I 
(A.31 r(Lgl) (missing entries are 0) 
;1 
-1 1 I 
-1 1 
-1 1 
-1 
1 
*_ 
1 -1 11 
l-l -1 1 
l-l -1 1 
l-1 -1 : 
1 -1 1 
1 - -
-1 II 
I. T I 7 
I 
l. --L 
1 -1 
l-1 t 
;1 
-1 1 
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The following example shows that algebraic knots of dimension greater than one are 
not classified by the characteristic polynomials. 
Example B. Let j&, ,..., z,) =fi(z,,, z,) + z: + . . . + z: and let g,(z,,.. ., z,) = g,(z,, 
2,) + z*2 + . . . + z,,~, wheref,(z,,, z,) and g,(zO, zr) are as in Example A and n 2 2. We denote 
f;l(O)nS*+’ and g,'(O)nS &+ ’ by L, and Lg. respectively. By Sakamoto[9], we have 
f (Lfn) = f (LY,) and T(Lg_) = T(L,,), whire T(L) is the Siefert matrix of a link L. Therefore 
Lfn and Lg, have the same characteristic polynomial (4.1). The Seifert matrices T(Lf,) and 
T(L,,) are (4.2) and (4.3) respectively which are given from the Amida-diagrams of L,, and 
L,, respectively (see Yamamoto [12]). Let o(L,J and a(L,“) be the signatures of the 
symmetric matrices T(L,“) + T(LYn)’ and T(L,“) + r(L,“)’ respectively, where ’ denotes 
transpose. Then we have tr(L,-) = 19 and (T(L~,) = 23.t Because the signature is a 
topological invariant if n is even, Lfn and Lg, are of distinct knot types for all n ( 12). In 
fact, if Lfn and Lg, were of the same knot type for odd n, then L/. +, and Lg. +, which are 
obtained from Lfn and Lg, respectively by suspension must be of the same knot type. 
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